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Preface
BLOCKCHAIN, AN OVERVIEW
B Y R O B E R T WA L K E R CO H E N , A N A LY S T AT B R A N DT & CO.
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Preface
The Math
A blockchain is a distributed ledger, or
database, shared across a public or
private computing network. Blockchains
are just one of a type of mathematical
structure known as a “Hash Tree”
(or Merkle Tree), which can be used
to verify any kind of data handled
between computers. Hash trees like
Blockchains are used to ensure that
data blocks received from other peers
in a peer-to-peer network are received
undamaged and unaltered, (and even
to check that the other peers do not lie
and send fake blocks). Each computer
node in a Blockchain network holds a
copy of this master ledger, so there is
no single point of failure. Every piece
of information is mathematically
encrypted and added as a new “block”
to the chain of historical records in the
Merkle tree.1
There are a broad variety of “consensus
protocols” that are used to validate
a new block with other participants
before it can be added to the chain.
Here is the real innovation in digital
currency that thrust protocols like
Bitcoin into prominence this decade.
This prevents fraud or double spending
without requiring a central authority.
The ledger can also be programmed
with “smart contracts,” a set of
conditions recorded on the blockchain,
so that transactions automatically
trigger when the conditions are met.
For example, smart contracts could
be used to automate insurance-claim
payouts.2

Blockchain’s core advantages are
decentralization, cryptographic security,
transparency, and immutability. It
allows information to be verified and
for value to be exchanged without
having to rely on a third-party authority.
Rather than there being a singular
form of blockchain, the technology
can be configured in multiple ways to
meet the objectives and commercial
requirements of a particular use case.
The Currencies
Throughout history, currencies generally
are thought to serve three chief
purposes:
1. Medium of exchange
2. Store of value
3. Standard of value
Cryptocurrencies (Cryptos) use
blockchain technology to do three
things that standard currencies do not:
1. They verify and record every
transaction through a distributed
peer-to-peer network rather
than through the use of financial
intermediaries.
2. They feature strong encryption
technology making it virtually
impossible to falsify transactions.
3. They are entirely digital.
It is blockchain that enables the first
two features. The third is mostly the
case with popular currencies such
as the dollar and the pound, but not
entirely due to the existence of hard
cash. Since Bitcoin’s 2009 introduction,
4
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continued

we have seen these currencies grow
at exponential rates. December 1st
2016, bitcoin had a $12 billion market
capitalization. Considered massive at
the time, few would have predicted a
capitalization of that size to grow not
at a linear rate, but at a logarithmic
one. Today, bitcoin possesses closer to a
$200 billion market cap.

known colloquially as “altcoins”) as of
December 1st 2016 has exploded into
more than $120 billion in May of 2018.
Newer companies such as Coinbase
(known as exchanges) are profiting
handsomely, spurring more established
players such as Square and even
Amazon to enter the fray. In August
of 2017, Coinbase became the world’s
first crypto unicorn with a $1.6 billion
Cryptos
valuation, while
have proven
Square recently
themselves
announced
technologically
plans to offer
Ripple’s open-source
superior to
bitcoin purchase
blockchain technology
standard
and storage
currencies as
on its app.
has made international
a medium of
Though quiet
transactions nearly-free.
exchange via
on its plans,
the use of
Amazon just
blockchain, since
purchased three
a distributed
new domain
system of transaction verification is
names- amazonethereum.com,
far more cost- effective than anything
amazoncryptocurrency.com, and
offered by financial institutions
amazoncryptocurrencies.com.
today. Verifying transactions is one of
the primary purposes of accredited
As banks are relied upon less for
financial institutions. Long term, this
transactional purposes, they will have
could prove to be quite disruptive to
less capital to loan out or invest, and it
banks as their verification services are
is easy to see how this could threaten
far more expensive due to their reliance
some of the more heavily leveraged
on labor and margin rather than open
institutions down the line. Ethereum’s
sourced blockchain technology with no
introduction of smart contracts into
institutional baggage or shareholders
the cryptocurrency ecosystem may be
to satisfy.
especially pernicious, as these become
more popular for serious enterprises.
Beyond the Fringe
Smart contracts, also known as
self-executing contracts, are legal
Cryptos other than bitcoin have
contracts which have been converted
flourished at an even more astounding
to code. Then, these smart contracts
rate. A $500 million market cap
can be stored and replicated on a
(for all cryptos other than Bitcoin cryptographic system and supervised
5
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by the network of computers that run
the blockchain. In simple terms, smart
contracts recognize when their terms
have been met and execute themselves
according to prior agreements without
the need for human intervention.
Meanwhile, Ripple’s open-source
blockchain technology has made
international transactions nearly free
of charge (even if its underlying value
is near zero). Against this sort of
price pressure, traditional institutions
will need to turn to cryptocurrencies
themselves as they seek more efficient
modes of capital flow. This behavior
has attracted serious attention
amongst those previously more likely
to buy stocks than trade currencies.
Contrary to the staid reputation of

most FOREX trading, blockchain-based
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and
can exhibit hockey-stick growth profiles
more commonly seen in startups.
However, stores of value cryptos have
not yet reached any kind of a steady
state. Rather than being backed by
any hard assets or government, their
values are based upon pure supply and
demand, and thus feature quite a bit of
volatility. The “hard asset” upon which
their worth is built, is nothing more
than the technology that perpetuates
them. As technologies fluctuate in
value and are updated frequently, it is
difficult for one to justify any kind of
an under-the-mattress savings plan
featuring a cryptocurrency, the way one
might with hard cash or gold.
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Year of the ICO

Rise of the DAO

New cryptocurrency technologies are
coming onto the market almost daily.
Dozens of reputable cryptocurrencies
have conducted an ICO (initial coin
offering) in the past year, and hundreds
more with more dubious origins have
attempted the same. 2009’s Bitcoin
seems like a dinosaur of sorts in this
kind of environment. Smaller yet
still-substantial competitors such as
2011’s Litecoin claim to offer all the
same features as Bitcoin, yet with
dramatically improved transaction time
(2.5 minutes to bitcoin’s 10 minutes)
and the ability to handle higher volume.
2014’s Monero uses ring signatures to
offer an extra vertical of cryptographic
protection, making it even more
secure and untraceable than Bitcoin.
2015’s IOTA scales its volume based on
activity rather than mining and enables
machine-to-machine payments,
essential to an evolving Internet-ofThings ecosystem. There is no clear limit
as to how and where these technologies
can evolve, and where they will be taken
next as technology evolves with them.
Bitcoin, the first blockchain-based
crypto, still serves as the “standard
of value” by which the popularity
and stability of all other cryptos are
measured. Even for Bitcoin, however,
displacement by a protocol of greater
efficiency, utility and value, is more likely
than not.

These new blockchain communities are
known as Decentralized Autonomous
Organizations (DAOs). Imagine
a DAO surrounding each of the
cryptocurrency communities in the
collective consciousness. There’s a DAO
consisting of the open source BitCoin
community that determines core issues
such as block size which affect security
vs transaction speed. There’s a DAO
overarching the Etherium community
that decides which of the thousands
of projects using the ETH platform will
be supported or boosted. DAOs are
often formed by forking off sections of
larger DAO communities (as in the case
of Monero, Zcash, or most famously
Bitcoin Cash). This creates concentric
circles of increasingly involved and
zealous constituents who require a
voice in multiple layers of decentralized
organizations.
The DAO is a concept that allows
for a decentralized version of
classical organizations. In a classical
organization, there are many different
supporting functions: HR, Finance,
Compliance, Legal, Administration,
Governance, and so forth. Normally
these functions are executed by
different levels of authority in an
organization: the Board of Directors,
Chief Executives, Managers, and so
on. The DAO’s purpose is to have all of
these auxiliary functions exposed and
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organizations with autonomous
governance.
This is a big improvement from
the shareholder perspective. If a
shareholder currently owns minority
shares in a traditional company,
their votes mean very little - in fact,
most of the time they won’t even be
represented. In a DAO, individual votes
have value since each shareholder can
form part of the governance.
Markers of Maturity
Finally, governments are taking notice.
The Bank of England announced its
first inter-bank transaction using Ripple
in November of 2017. Even with this
auspicious backing, the current value
of Ripple has receded to a de minimis
level, proving how difficult the space
is to predict. The Bank of China has
announced a blockchain trial effort

in partnership with Tencent, one
of China’s largest tech companies.
Ethereum Project, Ethereum’s parent
nonprofit, recently (and controversially)
rolled back a single criminal transaction
using its technology- suggesting that
perhaps blockchain currencies can in
fact be controlled and manipulated by
central banks, and that it is perhaps
inevitable that they will. And last year,
India staged a phase- out of India’s
large denomination bills in order to
crack down on money laundering and
drug trafficking. It is easy to see why a
use of blockchain currency, where every
transaction is recorded through every
node on a network of currency, could
be useful in cracking down on such
activities. Like the American West, it
is inevitable that cryptocurrencies will
soon be tamed, learning to serve the
national and international interests
that it currently threatens.
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Executive Summary
Brandt DD Orientation
The Brandt & Co. diligence process
analyzes early-stage deals on three
principal levels: People, Product, and
Space. The intent of this report is to
close the information asymmetry gap
between our client and those who are
offering the investment opportunity.
We will look at the company on offer
from the lens of people (the talent and
track record on the founding team),
product (a review of their code and user
experience), and competitive landscape
(the attractiveness of this opportunity
in the broader world of blockchain
ICOs). After reading this report, you
should be able to make an informed
investment decision based on your own
risk tolerance, unfair advantages, and
the overall texture of your proprietary
strategy.
Digital Autonomous Organzations
(DAOs)
Much like the United States of America,
large online communities need to
govern themselves. So far, they’ve all
used some version of a democracy - just
like the USA. However, unlike the US’
finely tuned representative democratic
republic, most online communities
employ a direct democracy. And
why wouldn’t they? With an internet
connection, many of the downsides
of involving the entire stakeholder
constituency in individual governance
decisions appear to evaporate.

Despite the utopian connotation,
direct democracies have serious
fundamental issues inherent to
their underlying mathematics. For
example, a true democracy could be
consistently hijacked by a minute
majority of 50.01%, a condition our
Founding Fathers recognized as an
unacceptable “tyranny of the majority.”
To fix this, some online communities
have attempted to mirror a democratic
republic by creating representative
committee structures. Unfortunately,
all of these efforts to date have still
relied on a concept called the “trusted
third party” that many new online
communities find to be an absolute
non-starter.
All of these DAOs require self-contained
governance units that are able to
efficiently allocate the significant
capital and resources available to them.
These governance solutions must also
avoid easy exploitation (like tyranny of
the majority, known in the blockchain
world as a “51% attack”) and hew
to the ethics of the DAO by avoiding
placing trust in any one particular third
party.
DAOstack
One of the only startups currently
building a governance platform for the
blockchain community is DAOstack, the
subject of this Due Diligence Report.
DAOstack’s solution is to employ what
is known as solidity code to embed an
organization’s governance structure
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in the same sort of automatically
executing “smart contract” that
runs its coins. By developing a set of
community-maintained ETH smart
contracts, as well as the webapps and
wrappers necessary to enact them.
DAOstack essentially codes governance
into an organization’s DNA.

for those blockchain companies who
choose to serve the blockchain itself
instead of outside communities. While
some in this category, like blockchain
database provider BigChainDB, have
found success, other “picks and shovels”
crypto offerings have been hurt by the
whimsy of the space.

Deal Offering

DAOstack leverages smart contracts in
its execution, is built on the Ethereum
blockchain, has its own token (GEN),
and serves primarily the Ethereum
blockchain community. Because of this,
DAOstack is subject to more vectors for
destabilization than even the majority
of blockchain companies.

Like many crypto startups, DAOstack
is not offering the opportunity to invest
for an equity stake in the underlying
company. Instead, this ICO (Initial
Coin Offering) Pre-Sale enables the
purchasing of tokens which are used to
operate in the DAOstack ecosystem.
These tokens are called GEN, and
they are discounted by 30% of their
ICO opening price during the presale period. Theoretically they should
increase in value as DAOstack’s core
offerings are adopted, but there is
no guarantee of this, much as the
valuation of a startup does not
always track directly in line with its
traction. Unlike purchasing an equity
stake or convertible debt position in a
traditional startup, however, GEN coins
are instantly liquid and may be traded
as soon as the day of the ICO. This PreSale is not an exclusive offer and will
cap out at $20MM in GEN value.

Enablers
The DAOstack founding team is quite
strong, compared to other recently
minted crypto companies. The majority
of the team is technical, and they have
more combined experience than the
majority of other recent ICO teams.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the code
they have generated is among the
better examples of solidity code in the
Ethereum community. Their competitive
landscape is free of direct competitors,
and they enjoy strong support from
influencers in the Ethereum community
such as Consensys founder Joe Lubin.

Complications
The world in which DAOstack lives is the
most volatile ecosystem in finance or
technology today. While it is true for all
blockchain plays that they are built on
unsteady ground, this holds doubly true
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Summary
In this report we examine DAOstack’s addressable market, review their
core code repositories, probe their strengths and weaknesses, and speak
with their founding team. We ultimately come to the conclusion that
the DAOstack is an ambitious concept run by a highly technical team
whose success or failure will have less to do with the fundamentals of
the business and more to do with the rapidly shifting landscape in the
Ethereum community that they are targeting first.
The 30% pre-sale discount is nearly irrelevant, since the coin market is
liquid and volatility makes any attempt at capturing value arbitrage a
game of day-trading. Whereas a pre-IPO investment in a late-stage
traditional tech company might net a 2x return on the day of the IPO, it
is difficult to predict the speed with which GEN tokens will return value
to the investor. Factors like ETH price and the global crypto volatility are
out of the company’s hands but will have outsized impact on token price
compared to similar macro effects on traditional tech stocks.
For the investor who believes DAOs are going to continue to be a
dominant entity type which requires governance, there aren’t currently
any other compelling vehicles for accruing value from their growth. In a
space filled with execution risk, that makes DAOstack the rare startup
whose chief risk arises not from building their software or allocating
their enormous pre-launch funding but rather from navigating the frothy
waters of the blockchain ecosystem in which they live and upon whose
continued growth they depend.
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Company
Overview
DAOstack is building the governance system for
decentralized autonomous organizations (DAOs) like
Bitcoin, Ethereum, or Monero.3
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Company Overview
DAOs are the self-governing
organizations that run the future of
the internet. They use the technology of
Ethereum smart contracts to empower
non-hierarchical and decentralized
collective decision-making amongst
intelligent actors. In this way, thousands
or millions of individual stakeholders
without overt ranks or representatives
can seamlessly and quickly make
decisions, execute, and drive the
organization forward.
While promising in theory, thus
far DAOs have faced a number of
obstacles. They’re so new that no
frameworks for the creation of DAOs
currently exist, and building one from
the ground up requires a high degree
of technical ability and infrastructure
understanding.4 Consequently, DAOs
have encountered a number of recent

missteps, including the recent siphoning
of $50 million worth of ETH tokens
from a DAO-based VC fund.
DAOstack seeks to substantially
lower these thresholds and deliver
tremendous value resolving these
concerns, vis-a-vis the creation of a
comprehensive platform and “operating
system” that modularizes and simplifies
the formation of new DAOs. They are
designing a set of tools, registries, and
templates, layered upon one another
in the form of a technology stack,
to facilitate the proliferation of this
new paradigm of governance and
collective decision making. They plan
to employ these solutions first within
the Etherium community, but the
founders believe DAOstack can power
everything from modern governments
to distributed fund partnerships.

DAOs are the self-governing organizations
that run the future of the internet.
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Deal
Outline
NOTABLE ASPECTS OF THE TERM SHEET

Amount raised:
$13mil in private funding,
plus $30mil in ICO.
$3mil seed, with strategic
investors including: Gnosis, Martin
Koppelmann, Bharat Mitra
(Organic India, Uplift), iAngles, NFX
and others.
$10mil in private round via SAFT
mechanism, conducted in three
traunches.
$30mil ICO, successfully filled.
As of this writing, the market cap of
GEN (the name for DAOstack’s tokens)
is at ~$11.5 mil, trading at 32% of the
ICO price. The system is designed such
that demand for GEN will increase as
more DAOs use DAOstack. In addition
to being DAOstack’s token, GEN is
the medium that DAOs will use to
communicate between one another
in a DAOstack universe. So the more
ecosystems use DAOstack, the higher

the demand for (and price of) GEN will
rise. [iv] An important note- individual
DAOs within the DAOstack network
need not use GEN internally, and can
use their own tokens built upon trust
systems within their particular DAO.
Use of Funds is cited as team
expansion. DAOstack currently has a
team of 16, and currently much of their
contracts development is supported
by the open-stack community. Building
a robust internal development team
should decrease turnaround time and
increase overall product quality.
Engaging with DAOstack’s marketing
material, the primary motivation
appears to be shepherding a new era
of DAOs, similar to the Ethereum
Foundation. Perhaps they will raise
further capital to expand their efforts,
or the price of GEN will rise enough
that they won’t need to. As with all
token sale raises, the likely consumer
exit scenario here will not involve
an acquisition, but rather selling
accumulated GEN tokens on the liquid
private market after the system has
grown to be of greater value and use.
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Founding
Team

DAOSTACK
is a team of 16 based
in Israel. They have
impressive academic
and professional
credentials.

MATAN FIELD, CEO,
Matan is an expert
in and student
of decentralized
governance, with four
years of experience
as a DAO architect
and blockchain
entrepreneur. He also
holds a PhD in Physics.

ADAM LEVI, CTO,
Adam also holds a
PhD in Physics. He
engineered radars for
the IDF, and has spent
twenty-two years
writing code.

OREN SOKOLOWSKY,
LEAD DEVELOPER,
Oren is an experienced
full stack software
developer. He has
been developing
software for more
than 20 years, and is
very passionate about
this project.

JOSH ZEMEL,
MARKETING,
Josh is a growth
expert, designing and
executing massive
growth campaigns for
Toyota, Blue Cross,
and Equifax. He was
the vice president at
IMM, a large digital
agency.
ROBERTO KLEIN,
FINANCE
,
Roberto holds an MBA
and M.Sc, as well as
lots of experience in
blockchain regulation,
corporate finance and
IPOs.
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Founding Team
Digging into the backgrounds of
would use a cryptocurrency as the
the founders, there are a few yellow
compensation medium between driver
flags. The CEO, Matan Field, founded
and rider. This was before Ethereum,
a project called Backfeed, in 2015.
would have required custom contract
Backfeed was a similar concept to
development without a framework, and
DAOstack (only without the token and
was considered revolutionary for the
tech), but it failed in early 2016. When
time - one of the first applications to
asked about this, Matan explained that
try and use the blockchain for purposes
he had taken too much on himself.
other than basic cryptocurrency. This
He served
project didn’t
as the CEO,
fail because
CTO, chief
of technology
scientist and
challenges,
DAOstack is a large team
chief product
but rather
(putting over $10MM to
officer. He also
because the
work
in
payroll
this
year)
admits that in
team members
that
includes
several
retrospect the
disagreed with
project lacked
one another
La-zooz veterans, team
focus overall.
and decided
cohesion is something for
to dissolve the
investors to watch here
When
project. Given
in order to protect their
interviewed,
that DAOstack
Roberto Klein
capital.
is a large team
(who was also
(putting over
an investor in
$10MM to work
Backfeed) said
in payroll this
that many of Backfeed’s learnings were
year) that includes several La-zooz
incorporated into DAOstack, although
veterans, team cohesion is something
the codebase is fresh given the many
for investors to watch here in order to
improvements in smart contract
protect their capital.
development in the last 2 years. He
also said that Backfeed’s investors
Strangely, The La-zooz website tried
were given either stock or coin in the
to do a token sale in January, 2017.
DAOstack project, though that wasn’t
Roberto explained that, troublingly,
required by statute. These investors are
the La-zooz website was hijacked, and
not active or disgruntled.
the activity on there is fraudulent. This
has been confirmed, and although it’s
Matan and Oren also built another
sloppy to let the domain go dormant
app together, back in 2014. The app,
like that, there’s no signs of foul play
called La-zooz, was a failure. La-zooz
from the founders in this case.
was a ride-sharing application that
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continued

Brandt & Co. standard practice is to
contact previous investors in the cofounders’ projects to gain extra data
points on their likelihood to succeed.
We successfully obtained interviews
with Chinese family office investor
and entrepreneur Tommy Zhang, and
Israeli investor and engineer Eylon
Aviv. Both spoke highly of Matan, and
Eylon endorsed the solidity code on
this project. Neither was able or willing
to present a compelling negative
viewpoint on the founders or DAOstack.
One of our blockchain experts,
Andrew Masanto, also knows Matan
and Oren personally. He invested
in DAOstack’s pre-sale on highly
favorable terms, but was lukewarm
on the potential of the project from
a retail investment standpoint. His
opinion is that it will take a long time
for the underlying GEN coin to create
enough hype or value for investors
to exit profitably. Andrew respects
Matan as an engineer, and thinks the
DAOstack project is important for the
Ethereum community. He confirmed
Matan’s claims that Joe Lubin (CEO
of consensys, the largest Ethereum
organization) is close to DAOstack and
supports its future implementation
in the ETH ecosystem. Given that 60x
more software development is done on
ETH than any other crypto platform
(including BitCoin), this is an important
vote of confidence in the founder and
team.
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Technology Review
ARCHITECTURE:
DAOstack is a four-layer stack of
technologies that received an overall
positive reaction during our code review.
A brief 2-3 sentence summary of each
of the four layers below are written on
the DAOstack website and may be read
below (italicized):

01 ARC: A modular Solidity framework
on the Ethereum blockchain that
enables smart companies to be easily
deployed, configured and upgraded.
With an open library of governance
modules and templates, Arc is like a
Wordpress for DAOs.

02 ARC.HIVES: DAOstack’s

shared registries that enhance the
interoperability and network effect
among collaborative DApps built on top
of the stack.

03 ARC.JS: A friendly API layer that

lets front-end developers easily build
collaborative applications on top of Arc
without being familiar with Solidity or
the blockchain.

04 ALCHEMY: The native user

interface for the DAO stack, one of
many interoperable collaborative
applications. Allows for the easy creation
of DApps, collaborative applications to
enable crowd cooperation around any
goal.
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Technology Review

CODE REVIEW continued

CODE REVIEW:
This .git view represents Arc, the system core that allows for the modular selection
and configuration of smart contracts to manage an organization.
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Technology Review

CODE REVIEW

continued

We see plenty of recent commits, many branches, and 19 contributors. These are good
top-level signs, so we can move on to the universalSchemes to look at progress on the
individual sub-libraries.

The main value prop for DAOstack users are the pre-built libraries that are “plug and
play” for organizations. This is where the core of the convenience value lies. Almost all of
these libraries are showing recent commits, so let’s pick a few to look into deeper.
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Technology Review

We’ve opened up ContributionReward.
sol here, which looks good. Event
processing is handled properly,
Etherium community style standards
are in effect, and commenting
looks good. This bodes well for the
documentation of the project at large.

CODE REVIEW

continued

The design and structure is in general
well thought out. Several of the
arrays used come with the caveat of
understanding the incoming payload
in order to analyze, but that’s a minor
quibble.
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Technology Review
These contracts differ from the
majority of smart contracts we see in
new ICOs. Rather than being written
straight off the ETH template, it
appears a lot of work has gone into
them. The detail and thought in the
architecture indicates a team that is
well versed in smart contract design.

CODE REVIEW

continued

They have models that are fueled by
DAOToken, native tokens, or Ethereum.
That optionality is good for adoption,
although it does slightly decrease the
value of a single DAOToken. The fixed
non-transferable reputation token is
novel.

Another good design choice is
making the DAOToken ERC827.
ERC827 enables the embedding
of other function calls in
transfer mechanisms, which
suites the token’s purpose well.
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Technology Review

Reputation token representation is
nicely straightforward, using a mint or
burn schema. This is advantageous for
positive/negative voting schemes. In
general, the smart contracts represent
best practices. We can now examine
DAOstack’s proprietary web wrapper,
called arc.js.

CODE REVIEW

continued

Arc.js displays good consistent
abstraction in line with best design
practices. It leverages Web3.js, which is
to be expected.
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Technology Review

CODE REVIEW

continued

Alchemy is fairly straightforward webapp code, consisting of an Express webapp
being hosted and reading from web3.js. The redux design pattern is a nice choice here.
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Technology Review

CONCLUSION: This team has produced
good, complex solidity code. The
webapp and wrapper code is also good,
albeit straightforward, and almost all
of the necessary smart contracts have
been completed. Straight forward,
but good webapp code, most of the
contracts are done. From a pure code
perspective there are no glaring red
flags, and this team’s work falls in the
top tier of contracts we have audited to
date.

CODE REVIEW

continued

The devil’s bargain made here is
the ability to use ETH in the DAO
ecosystem. How much real value
the DAOtoken itself will have since
organizations could instead use their
boilerplate and standard ETH is yet to
be seen. The underlying constraints of
ETH transaction fees will also remain a
problem. A side-chain implementation
that’s rooted in Ethereum might have
addressed some of these ontological
issues but would have decreased
user-friendliness, so the tradeoff is
understandable.
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Technology Review

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:
01 Use a registry contract to store latest version of a contract In this example,
the calls aren’t forwarded, so users should fetch the current address each time before
interacting with it.

There are two main disadvantages to this approach:
1 Users must always look up the current address, and anyone who fails to do
so risks using an old version of the contract
2 DAOstack would need to think carefully about how to deal with the contract
data when you replace the contract
The alternate approach is to have a contract forward calls and data to the
latest version of the contract:
28
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

continued

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:
02 Use a DELEGATECALL to forward data and calls3

This approach avoids the previous
problems but has problems of its own.
You must be extremely careful with how
you store data in this contract. If your
new contract has a different storage
layout than the first, your data may end
up corrupted. Additionally, this simple
version of the pattern cannot return
values from functions, only forward
them, which limits its applicability.

(More complex implementations
attempt to solve this with in-line
assembly code and a registry of return
sizes.)
Regardless of the approach, it is
important to have some way to
upgrade your contracts, or they will
become unusable when the inevitable
bugs are discovered in them.
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Circuit Breakers (Pause contract
functionality)4
Circuit breakers stop execution if
certain conditions are met, and
can be useful when new errors are
discovered. For example, most actions
may be suspended in a contract if a

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

continued

bug is discovered, and the only action
now active is a withdrawal. You can
either give certain trusted parties the
ability to trigger the circuit breaker
or else have programmatic rules that
automatically trigger the certain
breaker when certain conditions are
met.

EXAMPLE:
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Speed Bumps (Delay contract actions)5
Speed bumps slow down actions, so
that if malicious actions occur, there is
time to recover. For example, The DAO
required 27 days between a successful
request to split the DAO and the ability
to do so. This ensured the funds were
kept within the contract, increasing the

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

continued

likelihood of recovery. In the case of the
DAO, there was no effective action that
could be taken during the time given
by the speed bump, but in combination
with our other techniques, they can be
quite effective.

EXAMPLE:
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT:

continued

Rate Limiting6
Rate limiting halts or requires approval for substantial changes. For example, a
depositor may only be allowed to withdraw a certain amount or percentage of total
deposits over a certain time period (e.g., max 100 ether over 1 day) - additional
withdrawals in that time period may fail or require some sort of special approval.
Or the rate limit could be at the contract level, with only a certain amount of tokens
issued by the contract over a time period.

EXAMPLE7
Contract Rollout8
Contracts should have a
substantial and prolonged
testing period — before
substantial money is put at risk.

At minimum, DAOstack
should:
• Have a full test suite with
100% test coverage (or
close to it)
• Deploy on its own testnet
• Deploy on the public
testnet with substantial
testing and bug bounties
• Integrate exhaustive
testing to allow various
players to interact with the
contract at volume
• Deploy on the mainnet
in beta, with limits to the
amount at risk
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AUTOMATIC DEPRECATION

AUTOMATIC DEPRECATION9

During testing, DAOstack could force an automatic deprecation by preventing any
actions, after a certain time period. For example, an alpha contract may work for
several weeks and then automatically shut down all actions, except for the final
withdrawal.
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CUSTOMERS:
DAOs are a unique form of organization
that offer the possibility of more
efficient and effective governance
structures that better serve the
needs of stakeholders. That said, the
DAO ecosystem is in its very nascent
stages at present. The hallmarks of
a well-known, well-developed, and
well-nurtured ecosystem are largely
absent. Because of this, the DAO space
looks as though it does need a GitHub
or a WordPress-type organization to
standardize practices and sharing
capabilities of and among DAOs,
otherwise they will have a hard time
growing in a truly functional and
scalable way.

DAOstack wants to engage the
community via Alchemy, and use it to
attract more third-party apps. Traction
thus far has been good, with thirdparty apps already active including
Menlo, Zero, Sapien and Cultu.re.
DAOstack has also have established
several partnerships with larger
companies such as Gnosis and Endor.
As organizations on the DAOstack gain
value through attention and use, the
platform is designed to benefit from a
growth rate associated with network
effects such as Metcalfe’s law. It is not
yet evident that this will be the case.
However, if such network effects take
hold, the value of the underlying GEN
asset will likely grow exponentially after
a critical adoption threshold is reached.

THE DAOSTACK WHITEPAPER MAKES THIS CASE:

“DAOs have captured the imagination
of the best minds in the blockchain space,
but despite their promise have yet remained
unachievable. A central missing element
is a solid framework for decentralized
blockchain governance, and in particular
scalable and resilient governance protocols
that can support the processing of large
number of crowd decisions effectively.”
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REVENUES:
Unlike traditional businesses, many
blockchain-based businesses rely on the
ever-increasing underlying value of their
token for financial growth. In this way,
and in terms of the large initial funding
event, DAOstack and others in its class
act more like small public companies
than they do private startups. To
start, their underlying assets are liquid
from day 1 on private markets that
mimic public exchanges. Furthermore,
managing an initial influx of $30-40MM
in mixed growth and compensation
funding up front presents challenges
unique to this class of companies.

DAOstack’s underlying services could
most likely command licensing fees, or
feed a consulting business based on
implementing a white labeled service
(like BigchainDB and others have
done). However, it is unlikely that their
leadership will pursue incremental
revenue in this manner considering their
mandate and cash-on-hand. The far
more likely scenario is that the founding
team will focus on non-revenue growth
activities that quickly attempt to
increase the value of the underlying
tokens, providing exit opportunities for
early investors.
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SWOT

SWOT
Strengths:
• Technically competent team of 16. Three PhDs (2
in physics, 1 in applied CS) and several seasoned
developers (lead has 20+ years experience, full stack).
The code is under demonstrably active development,
and the token structure appears effective.
• Multiple partnerships are already in-flight with other
solid blockchain projects such as Sapien, Menlo, Zero
and Cultu.re. Sapien is a social news network, Menlo
is a platform for decentralized funding of blockchain
projects, and Cultu.re is a global P2P identity and
contracts system to parallel those of nations and
states. Link to Ethereum kingmaker Joe Lubin of
Consensys has been externally verified.
• The platform includes a developer-friendly JavaScript
engineering environment, a modular smart contract
framework and an intuitive user interface that even
non-tech people can use.
• The addressable market is very large. If the trend
towards decentralized autonomous organizations
like BitCoin and Ethereum continues, DAOs could be
the dominant form of governance in capitalism, and
DAOstack would be the first-mover.
• The Genesis DAO will be responsible for allocating
nearly 2/3 of the funds raised from the token sale.
GEN holders will decide which projects on the
DAOstack to support and which new DAPPS to fund
to integrate with DAOstack. Genesis DAO will also
have the ability to mint the remaining 40% of the GEN
tokens in the future.
• It’s hard to imagine GEN holders and reputation
owning voters don’t make proposals in the future for
new DAOs that want to build on the stack to pay a fee
or ship airdrops to Gen holders.
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Weaknesses:
• This team is trying to build things that have never
been built before. It seems like they may lack the talent
to do this at the moment. To be balanced, there is
much evidence of them putting in work. Arc and Arc.js
are fully built. An alchemy demo video is available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWm9SzYLq8A.
• No development roadmap or formal Use-Of-Funds is
provided in the investment materials. It is stated in the
project’s Executive Summary dated Nov 18, 2017, that
“DAOstack’s mission is to bring a landscape of DAOs
into life and to enable crowd cooperation around
any goal… To reach that goal, DAOstack aims to: 1)
Bootstrap and grow the DAOstack platform, as an
operating system for DAOs. 2) Invest in an ecosystem
of DAOs that will be using the DAOstack platform.
DAOstack’s alpha release called Bootstrap is currently
live on the Ethereum Testnet. While developing the
DAO stack, DAOstack aims to grow organically and
govern itself using its own platform.”
• The GEN token is trading at 30% of its ICO value.
This is not terrible relative to other similar projects,
but it is not the best of signs either, and it does not
indicate significant traction on the horizon for those
looking to exit their coin positions in the near future.
• DAOstack, while stacked with top-notch technical
talent, does not appear to have a dedicated sales
or marketing team to match their technical ability.
They are proposing a truly new and innovative form of
human organization, with few real-world analogues
to point to. Therefore, they will still need to convince
a substantial sample of people to make this kind of
imaginative leap, and that will require a top notch
marketing and communications team.
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SWOT

Opportunities:
• DAOstack is at the forefront of solving the
problem of decentralized governance. Pulling
through will send them to the skies.
• Many mission-focused organizations that
don’t require top-down governance, such as
an investment fund with a powerful thesis or a
determined philanthropic non-profit, could find
this kind of decentralized form of organization
highly compatible with their operations.
• Some governments are testing out versions of
digital direct democracy, such as Estonia and
Switzerland. If these models are successful,
DAOstack will be well positioned to offer the
definitive tech platform for these types of
governments.

Threats:
• There is always the chance that an unforeseen
security flaw or other bug could tank the
platform. While none are apparent from the
code review, any that might be exposed could
damage the credibility of such an innovative and
untested project.
•It is possible that DAOstack will not have the
last say on dApp creation, as this industry is so
new, and that another up-and-coming company
will offer a better product.
• DAOs in general could turn out to be wrong
about human nature- it might be the case that
humans, in fact, can only be managed in topdown hierarchical systems.
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TOKEN ECONOMICS:
Total Tokens = 60 MM (with 40 MM available for creation)
Presale Availability = 40M GEN (66% of total initial supply / 40% of total supply with
additional 40 MM)
• These tokens have been made available for purchase, including advance and
private purchases, during the presale and the main token sale.
Team Tokens = 10M GEN (16%/10%)
• The DAOstack team has reserved themselves existing contributors, including
the founding team, advisors, and service providers. Team and advisor tokens are
“locked”, meaning unable to be transferred, for two years from the main token
sale.
Outside contributor tokens = 10M GEN (16%/10%)
• DAOstack has made these tokens available to future contributors to the
DAOstack ecosystem. They are to be managed by the DAOstack non-profit.
The Genesis DAO, a community-managed fund in which anyone can participate,
will eventually have the ability to mint and allocate additional tokens, up to
a maximum of 40M, once they deem their platform and token demonstrates
stability and security. To date, the current supply of tokens circulating is ~38 MM,
according to coinmarketcap..
Unlike other cryptocurrencies, DAOstack does not possess a traditional consensus
mechanism, like Proof of Work or Proof of Stake. Instead, DAOstack utilizes a new
system called Holographic Consensus. This consensus method is meant to avoid
the potential pitfalls of Proof of Stake, which is typically seen as plutocratic. This
unique consensus algorithm is also seen as a method to help increase votership
across the DAOstack governance model. A example scenario from the whitepaper
is provided below:

“In holographic consensus we want to eliminate possible
mismatches between decisions made by small groups on behalf of
the greater majority and the decision that would have been made
by the greater majority itself, if enough attention was available.
To eliminate possible mismatches, we introduce a novel prediction
game, in which anyone — not necessarily a DAO reputation holder —
can place predictions, backed by stake, on the fate of proposals.
40
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You can identify an under-appreciated proposal and place a 100
GEN stake on the prediction that this proposal will pass once
attaining the collective attention. Or vice versa, you can stake
200 GEN predicting that a certain proposal is over-hyped and
will not pass as soon as being boosted and tightly considered.
Correct predictors make profits, and incorrect ones lose their
stake. By playing the prediction game predictors contribute to the
governance process by signaling to, filtering and maintaining the
governance process.
Finding out these social mismatches, or inefficiencies, is the most
important part of making a collective attention more efficient and
a governance system more scalable. By providing stake-backed
predictions, the predictors provide valuable signals to the governing
network about proposals that are under or over evaluated. An open
market is much more efficient in signaling than a static governing
body. At the same time, proposals are only boosted once enough
stake has been predicting that they will pass in this DAO, and thus
this predicting game is also used as a filtering layer. And finally,
once a proposal is being boosted, there is enough predictors’ skin in
the game to make sure the process is effective and that whoever
needs to be participating indeed participated.”

This holographic consensus is an entirely separate second-line governance method
which is activated after early adopters have staked their GEN tokens during the
proposal phase. This means that when tokenholders want a particular proposal
to go through, they must lock up a certain amount of GEN tokens until the end of
the voting period. If the proposal they chose wins, they obtain their tokens back
with some interest for being correct. If it loses, the tokens they staked end up
going back to the DAO token registry or are distributed to the winning proposal
voters, depending on the rules the organization has set.
While this system does get more individuals involved in the governance system,
it could still be viewed as potentially plutocratic. Despite having a secondary
method, (holographic consensus), as a way to bring less-likely proposals to light,
the process could be manipulated.
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If someone with a large amount of
tokens votes and stakes for a certain
proposal, that proposal will more than
likely pass. Then if those actors want to
increase the odds of it getting passed,
they could then stake more tokens in
the prediction market, which could
potentially sway more individuals to
vote on this given proposal, since it
is the more likely outcome and they
don’t want to lose tokens. Those
with large balances could influence
this governance mechanism further
driving protocol or project upgrades in
their favor, which poses a potentially
adoption and centralization problem for
DAOstack and the projects adopting
the governance model.
On top of potentially influencing the
governance system, GEN tokens
engender the possibility of adding
more friction. For individuals to have
to purchase a separate token to vote
on a separate projects’ issues, adds an
additional layer of friction and could
cause less voter turnout, which further
increases the influence of higher token
holders. A system where individuals
could implement this governance
mechanism in their own project without
the token might work better.
In regards to token price increase,
it is very dependent on the project
succeeding and achieving mass
adoption. If individuals are not willing
to implement DAOstack’s’ governance
model into their project, the utilization
of the token lowers, which would be
followed by a dip in GEN price.

In order to drive early hype in the
project, DAOstack has partnered with
some other projects in the space.
Sapien plans to utilize DAOstack for
their social news network. Menlo is
utilizing DAOstack to help build a
platform for decentralized funding of
blockchain projects. Another project is
Cultu.re which plans to use DAOstack
for its worldwide peer-to-peer identity
and contracts system. These are
all currently promising and growing
projects in the space, but DAOstack
will need to continue to win over more
major projects in the blockchain space.
Even if these projects choose to adopt
DAOstack, they could opt in to their
own version of it. This means that they
could use the DAOstack methodology
but without the associated GEN token.
If this becomes widespread, GEN
could systematically decrease in value
even as the DAOstack model grows in
popularity.
With the consensus mechanism having
the potential to be manipulated, forced
continued adoption by larger projects to
sustain token growth, and the chance
of projects themselves not adopting
the token itself in their variation of the
governance, DAOstack’s token faces an
uncertain future in terms of substantial
and repeatable growth.
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COMMUNITY SUPPORT:
In the open source project ecosystem,
the activity of the community is an
important consideration when trying
to understand the growth and health
of a project. The biggest platforms
which are utilized to facilitate
community engagement in the
blockchain ecosystem are Telegram,
Reddit, Youtube, Discord, and Twitter.
These platforms are all mainly used
to educate individuals on the project,
help those interested in building on the
project connect, discuss technicalities
and potential flaws in the project,
and provide updates on the projects
development.
The main platforms which DAOstack
has utilized to engage their community
members are Telegram, Twitter, and
Reddit.
In order to provide some additional
context, we will be providing
comparisons from the main competitor,
a top 25, top 50, and a project utilizing
the main competitors model. Given
there is only one competitor with a
token in this space, projects chosen for
comparison will be ones which have
strong governance implementations
built into their protocol.

Telegram ~19,698 members**
Competitors:					
Aragon (181st) = 8.8K** 				
Top 25 - Tezos (18th) = 5.5K*** 		
Top 50 - Decred (26th) = 4,355 		
Utilizing Aragon -District 0x (262nd) =5,590
**Aragon utilizes Rocket chat as their
main group chat over Telegram.
***Tezos uses Riot chat as their main
group chat over Telegram.
Prior to the token sale, there was a
dramatic spike in user growth, which
is typically expected for a project with
a strong team and partnerships. Since
the end of the token sale, the amount
of telegram usership has declined by
~25%, from a peak of ~26,000 to the
current rate of ~19,698. While activity
in Telegram chats are not the most
important statistic for open source
projects, it is a key factor in seeing the
overall engagement and interest in the
project. If there is high engagement and
excitement about the technology, not
the price, in these chats, there tends
to be a tendency for growth in value of
the token, as more partnerships can be
formed and it drives more interest for
individuals to want to build on a thriving
ecosystem.
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Scrolling through DAOstack’s telegram chat the
discussion lately has been around the partnerships
they are developing, when they will be listed on
a bigger exchange, and a recent attempt at a
potential token buy back. These discussions are
typically oriented around raising the price. While
this isn’t bad discussion, there should be more
discussions of the technology, how it works, how
they plan on growing their platform, or individuals
challenging the team members about the viability
of their technology. Given the current state of
discussions, we don’t find it leading it to growth in
token value.
Twitter ~5,551 followers
Competitors:					
Aragon (181st) = 69.3K 				
Top 25 - Tezos (18th) = 41.6K 		
Top 50 - Decred (26th) = 41.6K 		
Utilizing Aragon -District 0x (262nd) =60.6K
Twitter is mainly seen as a platform for projects to
increase visibility into the most recent updates of
the project and to try to engage with higher level
members of the community in a more public eye.
DAOstack does a good job keeping their page up
to date with the events they have been apart of
and the partnerships they have been obtaining.
You can even see a slight uptick in their likes over
time, which is positive sign in the increase of their
engagement. Once again, likes and follows can be
manipulated through bots, so, while it is still positive,
we wouldn’t put too much weight into this metric.
Given the recent plateau of the growth of followers,
we are uncertain of whether this community will
continue to grow on this platform. We don’t see this
as favorable statistic for DAOstack, which further
drives less value into the token.
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Reddit is seen as a place for the team and individuals to post updates on the project,
their analysis on the project, and engage in more organized forum based discussions.
In the reddit threads, the overall posting has been about project updates with only a
few analyses posted by enthusiasts. There hasn’t been much engagement in each of
their posts, which isn’t a promising sign, but, also, isn’t the biggest factor in dealing
with community engagement. Some projects, like Ethereum and Bitcoin, have
made the most of their community engagement through Reddit, but others tend to
utilize other platforms, like Discord and Rocketchat to hose their most productive
conversations. Given the lack of overall engagement from the community on this
platform. We view this as another potential downside to DAOstack.
Reddit ~399 subscribers
Competitors:					
Aragon (181st) = 2.4K 				
Top 25 - Tezos (18th) = 10.3K 		
Top 50 - Decred (26th) = 8.9K 		
Utilizing Aragon -District 0x (262nd) =6.6K

Overall, DAOstack’s community engagement has reached a plateau and given
the current climate of the blockchain ecosystem, we do not view this engagement
improving in the near term. In regards to token value, we view DAOstack’s token value
not increasing, due to lack of community growth.
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If direct competition is defined narrowly
as those organizations attempting to
create governance structures for DAOs,
DAOstack has two main competitors
Aragon and Colony.
Aragon - Rank 181 ~$22M Market cap
Aragon is trying to build an
infrastructure to help individuals
build decentralized “unstoppable
organizations.” Organizations can
include new startups all the way to
insurance businesses. Aragon hopes to
be the resource where “you start your
new decentralized business which is
borderless and permissionless.”
This product isn’t identical to
DAOstack. While they both implement
governance mechanisms within their
platforms, Aragon has its own app
and infrastructure buildout making it
easier to build your own organization.
This differs from DAOstack where
individuals would build their own
product and then implement DAOstack
into their protocol for governance. In
Aragon, you’re able to do more than
just voting as well. In the system, they
are able to do fundraising, voting,
payments, accounting, and more.
While the platform is different from
DAOstack’s, Aragon offers a very
similar token economic structure
where the token is staked to help
vote on various decisions within the
organization. The main difference lies

in the results of the vote. In DAOstack,
those who staked and did not win
the voting period would lose their
tokens and the losing tokens would be
distributed amongst the winning voters.
In Aragon’s case, individuals who were
on the losing side of the vote would
still get to keep their tokens. This could
increase voter turnout as individuals
would have a riskless way of getting
involved in the governance process.
Aragon is also planning on
implementing a staking mechanism
within their token to incentivize
individuals in their network to hold the
currency, instead of just buying and
selling to make decisions. The staking
mechanism will allow individuals to
earn a form of interest for putting up
their tokens as collateral for decisions
which need to be made on the network.
This will keep selling pressure low and
provide an incentive for individuals to
maintain a balance in the organization
they are apart of.
Aragon does pose a threat to
DAOstack’s success. They currently have
one project utilizing their governance
mechanism, District0x (Rank 253 - ~13
M market cap), and have a very highly
skilled team. Luis Cuende was awarded
best underage European programmer
in 2011, Forbes 30 under 30, and was
an Advisor to the VP of the European
Commission. Their tech lead, Jorge
Izquierdo, created multiple apps, one
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reaching #2 on the app store, and was
named 2017 class of Thiel Fellows.
Outside of the main team, one of
the cofounders of Ethereum, Mihai
Alisie, Jake Brukhman, Founder of
Coinfund, Kenny Rowe, COO of Dai
Foundation, and Brayton Williams,
Founding Partner of Boost VC, are all
advisors to the team. This is a very high
profiled team which can compete with
DAOstack’s team.
With a high caliber team, a better
token incentive model, and a vertical
platform, we view Aragon as a high
threat to DAOstack’s future success.
Colony
Colony protocol aims to enable the
creation of decentralized organizations
that are broadly meritocratic, meaning
that when it comes to decisionmaking and power, it’s merit, rather
than wealth or status, that should
determine who has influence. Instead of
purchasing tokens to vote on additions
and edits in the protocol, reputation
will act as the tokens to help influence
decisions.
Colony believes voting has a place
within community governance, but
bureaucracy is stifling in the day to day
activities of a company, and shouldn’t
be necessary for a decentralized
organization to function. They believe
voting on everything is a way to ensure
that nothing gets done.

The way individuals earn reputation is
by completing tasks within the colony,
evaluating the quality of other’s tasks,
or administrative work like flagging bad
behavior. Your reputation is organized
by domains and tagged with different
skills, so that colony members gain
influence only in the areas of their
expertise. This means there will not be
an oversized influence spread across a
domain where it doesn’t make sense,
i.e. sales person having large influence
over a specific engineering positions.
Also to ensure continued contribution
to the project, Colony implemented a
decay system into their protocol, which
decreases reputation over time if you
haven’t contributed to the protocol over
time. If you want to stay influential you
have to have persistent contributions to
the project.
Due to regulations around token
sales, Colony ended up postponing
their sale and not releasing their own
cryptocurrency. Instead, they released
their framework for projects to be able
to adopt their open organization model.
Since Colony doesn’t have a
cryptocurrency behind its system, it still
poses a threat to DAOstack’s adoption.
By not have a coin, it actually reduces
the friction in their governance process,
which would make it more attractive
for individuals to want to adopt their
system over DAOstack’s. The system is
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less likely to run into plutocratic issues with voting,
since people can’t buy their influence in the project.
Also, the overall time for decisions to be made gets
reduced, since there isn’t a consistent voting process
held for additions or edits into the protocol.
Despite these value adds, Colony doesn’t pose a
significant threat to DAOstack’s existence. Colony
potentially makes it more difficult for newcomers
to want to contribute to projects, as their influence
in the organization is non existent and for them to
add any contribution of significance would require
an incredible amount of time and effort to try to
get proposals across. This issue could be resolved
if one could port their reputation across different
organizations, but this would require for many
organizations to adopt Colony as their governance
and reputation model. To date, there are no projects
which have implemented their mechanism to their
protocol.
Ultimately, we view Colony as a better organization
system for small teams which are trying build a
project or business versus a protocol governance
system for mass coordination.
Overall, Matan and his team are filling a very
specific niche - while other blockchain groups focus
on better protocols or mining tools, DAOstack is
trying to serve the community in a “meta” manner.
That being said, all blockchain communities are
distributed autonomous organizations, and they all
do structure themselves in order to best allocate
human capital and resources. Further markets for
the arc.js platform include governmental voting,
other capital allocation projects.
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EXITS:
Relevant “coin exits” include Ethereum,
which has grown to a value of $50bil in
4 years, Ripple, once sitting at a cap of
$22.9bil but now nearly worthless, and
IOTA at $3.8bil.
However there is increasing evidence
that blockchain projects can be
acquired, at a benefit to initial investors
and coinholders. Recently, the creator
of the TRON token bought BitTorrent
for $140 million. BitTorrent will be used
to ‘legitimize’ Tron’s business, which
has met with some controversy (it has
been accused of plagiarizing FileCoin
and Ethereum in the development of
its technology). BitTorrent may also
be used as a potential network to help
mine coins, using their P2P architecture
and wide network of users.
Many of the massive ICO raises we
have seen recently aren’t going to
the places most startups spend their
money. Because the companies are
early stage relative to the amount of
cash raised, they are not buying large
offices or hiring particularly large staffs.
Those smart enough to insinuate their
way into an >$100MM+ ICO raise are
interested in becoming investors, rolling
up products and people in order to gain
a dominant position in the space.

Those smart enough
to insinuate their way
into an >$100MM+ ICO
raise are interested in
becoming investors . . . .

Further, these ICOed organizations
are often already registered as brokerdealers in various jurisdictions and have
all of the legalities in place to take and
invest large sums of cash. These megaICOs are wild bets that a person who
is connected to the crypto space will
know better what to do with unearned
crypto riches than the original owners
of those riches. It is a bet that the
ICOing organization is willing to work a
little harder to make 10,000 Ether or a
few hundred Bitcoin pay off in the long
run.
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Competitive
Landscape and
Relevant Exits
The other important consideration in
this trend is that VCs will soon find
themselves fighting for deals with
ICOed companies. While it won’t
happen soon and perhaps the big
houses won’t feel it at all, smaller VCs
will lose LPs as those LPs transfer their
holdings into large ICOs instead of
Sand Hill Road.
The effects of these crypto-space
acquisitions on coinholders has
generally been positive, but one
could easily imagine a circumstance
under which the underlying coin of
the acquired organization could be
deprecated and reduce drastically in
value. Because coinholders do not own
equity in the business, an acquisition
will not necessarily inure to their
benefit. The DAOstack offering at
present is not an equity offering, it is a
coin offering. This is something to keep
in mind, as DAOstack’s team makes it a
good target for acquisition, which may
or may not be a profitable event for
DAOstack’s coinholders.
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Conclusions
There is quite a bit of online hype centered around this
project. The DAOstack telegram is over 10,00 people
deep, partially due to a “refer a friend” promotion they
are running that pays GEM for referrals. That’s good
news in a space that values exposure over all else.
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Conclusions
It seems that the basic idea behind
DAOstack might have real world
potential- one can imagine how semihierarchical internet companies such
as reddit and Airbnb might one day be
replaced by more cost-efficient DAOs
or similarly structured technologies.
Using the blockchain to cut out the
governance middleman entirely,
this may introduce real economic
efficiencies that current models will
not be able
to compete
with, off the
DAOstack. It is
worth noting
that there are
some real-world
analogues
to point to
regarding
decentralized
autonomous
communities,
such as the
kibbutz,
although
there are no
national governments, or multinational
corporations that abide by this model,
yet. Perhaps now that so much of the
global IT infrastructure has been built
out and blockchain has arrived, these
types of organizations are scalable in a
way that they were not before.

entirely decentralized and open source,
features instant transactions, private
transactions and a self-funded, selfgoverned organizational structure.7
Another well-known DAOstack
predecessor that did quite well to
begin with, is the decentralized VC
fund known as The DAO. DAOstack
has several apps already in the pipeline
for integration with their platform,
including Sapien (raised $20mil),
a social news
network, Menlo,
a decentralized
blockchain funding
network, and Cultu.
re, a peer-topeer identity and
contract system.8

The chief risk here
is in introducing
an entirely new
form of human
organization
to the public.

To point at some particular real world
examples of successful blockchainbased DAOs, one should first look
to the cryptocurrency Dash. Dash
currently sits on a $2.2billion cap, is

The chief risk here
is in introducing
an entirely new
form of human
organization to
the public. What
DAOstack is trying
to do is certainly
ambitious, and
leaves one central question- will it
take, or not? While their pitch for
a blockchain-driven decentralized
organizational form is logical, the world
does in fact remain dominated by
hierarchical organizations and modes of
thought.
There are a few exceptions- the user
experience of reddit is the one that
most comes to mind, in terms of those
that are nonhierarchical and part of
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Conclusions

continued

the broader public consciousness,
although it is not a true example for the
organization itself is indeed corporate.
GitHub is another- a collaborative, open
source and nonhierarchical community,
moderated by a corporate structure a
la reddit. The kind of cultural revolution
that DAOstack will rely upon for broad
adoption, may not be as far off as one
thinks- but, that does not mean that
the market timing here is necessarily
correct.
The saying goes that “Pioneers catch
the arrows.” That is to say, often
the first into a field are the testbed
but don’t find lasting success - think
of Netscape, Yahoo, or Friendster.
DAOstack’s timing may be too early,
and it could be a successor to DAOstack
that finds greater success. There’s
another possibility, which is that the
experiment as a whole could fail -

maybe human organizations do, in fact,
demand hierarchy.
But signs pointing to good timing are
everywhere. The blockchain, in all of
its various guises, is not going away.
These blockchain projects are flush with
investment and require decentralized
governance. And whether current
proof-of-work protocols like BitCoin
carry on or get replaced by upcoming
proof-of-stake competitors, governance
platforms can sit on top of them all.
The end goal - a plethora of dApps
using DAOstack to run their own token
sales, as well as develop their voting
protocols and infrastructure might be
overly utopian. Given the upswing in
support for direct competitors, lack of
incentives to use the native token, and
plateau’d user growth, DAOstack has a
long road ahead of it.

The end goal —
a plethora of dApps using
DAOstack to run their
own token sales, as well
as develop their voting
protocols and infrastructure
might be overly utopian.
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